1. Eat a peach: a memoir by David Chang
2. Austen years: a memoir in five novels by Rachel Cohen
3. The dragons, the giant, the women: a memoir by Wayétu Moore
4. The smallest lights in the universe: a memoir by Sara Seager
5. Empty: a memoir by Susan Burton
6. Miracle country: a memoir by Kendra Atleework
7. The minister's wife: a memoir of faith, doubt, friendship, loneliness, forgiveness, and more by Karen Stiller.
8. Reef life: an underwater memoir by Callum Roberts
9. Raised in ruins: an Alaskan memoir by Tara Neilson
10. The happily ever after: a memoir of an unlikely romance novelist by Avi Steinberg
11. Bright precious thing: a memoir by Gail Caldwell
12. Fairest: a memoir by Meredith Talusan
14. What we carry: a memoir by Maya Lang
15. The lady's handbook for her mysterious illness: a memoir by Sarah Ramey
16. Rust: a memoir of steel and grit by Eliese Colette Goldbach
17. In pursuit of disobedient women: a memoir of love, rebellion, and family, far away by Dionne Searcey
1. *The art of resistance: my four years in the French underground*: a memoir by Justus Rosenberg
2. *I am not your slave*: a memoir by Tupa Tjipombo
3. *The tao of raven: an Alaska native memoir*: a memoir by Ernestine Hayes
4. *Uncanny valley*: a memoir by Anna Wiener
5. *Half broke*: a memoir by Ginger Gaffney
6. *I will never see the world again: the memoir of an imprisoned writer*: a memoir by Ahmet Altan
7. *All the wrong moves*: a memoir about chess, love, and ruining everything by Sasha Chapin
8. *The honey bus*: a memoir of loss, courage and a girl saved by bees by Meredith May
9. *Roughhouse Friday*: a memoir by Jaed Coffin
10. *Long live the tribe of fatherless girls*: a memoir by T Kira Madden
11. *Sounds like Titanic*: a memoir by Jessica Chiccehitto Hindman
12. *Joy enough*: a memoir by Sarah McColl
13. *Late-life love*: a memoir by Susa Gubar
14. *Old in art school*: a memoir of starting over by Nell Irvin Painter
15. *Monsoon mansion*: a memoir by Cinelle Barnes
16. *No way home*: a memoir of life on the run by Tyler Wetherall